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Abstract
Memory allocation constitutes a substantial component of
warehouse-scale computation. Optimizing the memory allo-
cator not only reduces the datacenter tax, but also improves
application performance, leading to significant cost savings.

We present the first comprehensive characterization study
of TCMalloc, a memory allocator used by warehouse-scale
applications in Google’s production fleet. Our characteriza-
tion reveals a profound diversity in the memory allocation
patterns, allocated object sizes and lifetimes, for large-scale
datacenter workloads, as well as in their performance on
heterogeneous hardware platforms. Based on these insights,
we optimize TCMalloc for warehouse-scale environments.
Specifically, we propose optimizations for each level of its
cache hierarchy that include usage-based dynamic sizing
of allocator caches, leveraging hardware topology to mit-
igate inter-core communication overhead, and improving
allocation packing algorithms based on statistical data. We
evaluate these design choices using benchmarks and fleet-
wide A/B experiments in our production fleet, resulting in
a 1.4% improvement in throughput and a 3.4% reduction in
RAM usage for the entire fleet. For the applications with the
highest memory allocation usage, we observe up to 8.1% and
6.3% improvement in throughput and memory usage respec-
tively. At our scale, even a single percent CPU or memory
improvement translates to significant savings in server costs.

CCS Concepts: • Software and its engineering → Allo-
cation / deallocation strategies; Main memory.
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1 Introduction
The datacenter tax [29, 34, 59, 62] within a warehouse-scale
computer (WSC) represents the cumulative time spent on
common service overheads, including serialization, remote
procedure calls, compression, hashing, data movement, and
memory allocation. The diversity of WSC workloads [34]
implies that optimizing a single application may not yield
substantial improvements in system efficiency for the entire
fleet, as the costs are distributed across numerous indepen-
dent workloads. On the contrary, optimizing components
of datacenter tax can significantly improve the efficiency
and performance of the fleet, since entire classes of WSC
applications benefit from the improvements made.
In this paper, we focus on improving the memory alloca-

tion and deallocation process, which constitute a substantial
component of warehouse-scale computation [34]. We focus
on memory allocator optimizations that maximize the pro-
ductivity of WSCs by doing more useful work with the same
or fewer hardware resources. Memory allocators directly
affect the data locality of allocated objects and provide sig-
nificant opportunities to optimize application performance.
In comparison, optimizing the amount of time spent in the
allocator itself is less important. Prior work profiles the CPU
usage of memory allocators in datacenters [29, 34, 63] or
measures the allocator performance using sets of bench-
marks [10, 15, 25, 30, 42, 45, 46, 55, 67]. However, these stud-
ies solely focus on the time spent in the allocator or use
benchmarks with limited memory allocation patterns, and
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thus provide only a narrow understanding of the perfor-
mance characteristics and memory allocation behavior of
WSC workloads. To fill this gap, we present the first compre-
hensive characterization study of TCMalloc [10], a memory
allocator used by WSC applications in Google’s global data-
center fleet. We collect fleet-wide statistics from production
workloads, and perform a detailed quantitative analysis of
general memory allocator properties and memory allocation
behaviors ofWSCworkloads: the latency of allocation for dif-
ferent levels of allocator caches, the CPU cycles and memory
fragmentation breakdown, and the distribution of allocated
object sizes and their lifetimes. We also take an in-depth look
at each component in the TCMalloc cache hierarchy, from the
front-end per-CPU cache to the back-end pageheap [33], to
identify performance bottlenecks resulting from the diverse
allocation characteristics of warehouse-scale applications
running on a fleet of heterogeneous servers.
Our characterization reveals profound diversity in mem-

ory allocation patterns, hardware platforms, as well as al-
located object sizes and lifetimes for WSC workloads. We
observe that workloads are often co-located, and constrained
to run on a subset of CPUs by the control plane. The dynamic
input load causes the number of worker threads of a WSC ap-
plication to fluctuate constantly, resulting in significant vari-
ation in the cache miss ratio across the allocator’s front-end
caches. We show that the heterogeneity in our server fleet
(e.g., differences in cache topologies of hardware platforms)
can lead to varied data transfer overheads and increased
cache pressure. We also observe that the distribution of ob-
ject lifetimes varies across different sizes, which makes it
challenging to make allocation packing decisions at different
granularities (e.g., spans, hugepages) to reduce memory frag-
mentation and improve hugepage coverage [33, 48, 49, 70].

Based on our characterization, we derive unique insights
and use them to design a memory allocator for WSC appli-
cations. In particular, such an allocator needs to (1) adapt
to the dynamic resource usage of WSC applications, (2) be
aware of heterogeneity in hardware platforms, and (3) utilize
diverse lifetime information to make memory packing deci-
sions. While our characterization study centers on TCMalloc,
most modern memory allocators (e.g., jemalloc [25], mimal-
loc [42]) share a similar hierarchical system architecture and
cache memory allocations in multiple tiers, making these
insights universal to memory allocators used inWSCs. Based
on these insights, we redesign and tune each component in
the TCMalloc cache hierarchy for WSC environments, in-
cluding enabling usage-based dynamic sizing of per-CPU
caches, leveraging the hardware topology to mitigate the
inter-core communication overhead in the transfer cache,
and improving the allocation packing algorithms based on
statistical data in the central free list and the pageheap. We
evaluate these design choices with fleet-wide A/B exper-
iments and longitudinal rollout in our production WSCs.
Evaluation results show that by redesigning the memory
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Figure 1. System architecture of TCMalloc. It has a tiered
cache structure that aids fast allocations and deallocations.

allocator for warehouse-scale environments, we achieve a
significant improvement in fleet productivity.

This paper makes the following main contributions:

• The first comprehensive characterization study of TC-
Malloc, a memory allocator used in warehouse-scale
environments. Based on profiling data collected from
production WSC workloads, we characterize the gen-
eral memory allocator properties, and delve into each
tier of the TCMalloc cache hierarchy.

• Based on our characterization, we uncover insights
into designing a memory allocator for WSC applica-
tions, including adapting to dynamic application re-
source usage, being aware of server heterogeneity, and
leveraging object lifetime information to improve allo-
cation placement decisions.

• We redesign and tune each component in the TCMal-
loc cache hierarchy for warehouse-scale environments
and evaluate their performance impact through fleet-
wide experiments, resulting in a 1.4% throughput im-
provement and a 3.4% memory reduction across the
fleet. For the applications with the highest malloc us-
age, we observe up to 8.1% and 6.3% improvement in
throughput and memory usage respectively. At our
scale, a single percent CPU or memory improvement
translates to significant resource savings.

2 Background and Methodology
TCMalloc [10] is amemory allocator used inwarehouse-scale
environments. It is a fast, multi-threaded malloc implemen-
tation that has shown robust performance in large-scale
production services [33, 35, 48, 49].

2.1 TCMalloc System Architecture
Figure 1 shows the hierarchical system architecture of TC-
Malloc. In TCMalloc, allocations of small objects (i.e., ≤ 256
KB) are rounded up to one of 80–90 size classes. Objects of
each size class are cached by multiple per-CPU caches ( 1 ),
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Figure 2.Memory organization layout and fragmentation in
TCMalloc. Hugepages are divided into spans of various sizes,
and spans are sub-divided into objects of fixed size classes.

a transfer cache ( 2 ), and a central free list ( 3 ). Large ob-
jects that exceed the threshold are directly allocated from
the pageheap ( 4 ), without being cached by the front-end or
middle-tier caches.

The front-end contains per-CPU caches ( 1 ) that provide
fast memory allocation and deallocation for the application.
The per-CPU caches store objects in a large contiguous block
of memory that is divided between CPUs, and each CPU uses
a portion of the block to store metadata and pointers to the
available objects. Each per-CPU cache can only be accessed
by a single thread at a time. Therefore, no locks are required
and most operations are fast. When the front-end is empty,
it requests objects from the middle tier to refill the cache.
The middle tier consists of small, fast, mutex-protected

transfer caches, and large, mutex-protected central free lists.
The transfer cache ( 2 ) stores objects in flat arrays. It allows
memory to rapidly flow between different CPUs (e.g., CPU 0
may allocate memory that is deallocated by CPU 1). If the
transfer cache is unable to satisfy the memory request, or has
insufficient space to hold the returned objects, it reaches out
to the central free list. The central free list ( 3 ) manages spans
in linked lists, and fulfills allocation requests by extracting
objects from the spans. A span is a collection of contiguous
fixed-size regions, aligned to an 8 KB TCMalloc page 1. As
shown in Figure 2, a span contains multiple objects of the
same size class. If there are insufficient available objects in
the spans, more spans are requested from the back-end.

The back-end pageheap ( 4 ) manages memory in units of
hugepages [33]. The pageheap requests hugepage-aligned
memory blocks from the system, which provides an op-
portunity for the kernel to use hugepages to cover con-
secutive pages in the page table [12]. A hugepage is di-
vided into TCMalloc pages, and the pageheap extracts spans
from hugepages to refill the central free list. The pageheap
also periodically releases memory to the OS, either by re-
leasing hugepages that are completely free, or by breaking
partially-filled hugepages into smaller pages and subreleas-
ing them [33, 49].

Memory organization. Storing and managing memory
at different granularities can lead to external and internal

1TCMalloc page size should not be confused with the system page size –
the default 8 KB TCMalloc page composes of two native x86 memory pages.

fragmentation in TCMalloc, as shown in Figure 2. External
fragmentation refers to the memory that is cached by the
allocator, but is yet to be allocated by the application. For in-
stance, a hugepage may contain unallocated memory regions
in the spans, while a span may contain unallocated objects.
In contrast, internal fragmentation in TCMalloc results from
rounding allocation requests to discrete size classes. As such,
it is slack between the object size requested by the applica-
tion and the size class allocated by the allocator. It is critical
to manage both internal and the external fragmentation to
minimize memory overheads in TCMalloc.

2.2 Characterization Methodology
We put in place telemetry for collecting fleet-wide statis-
tics from production workloads. We use these statistics to
perform a detailed characterization of TCMalloc.

Application productivity. Prior characterization stud-
ies focus on “datacenter tax” [29, 34, 62, 63] for common
libraries in WSC applications and propose several accelera-
tion opportunities to lower their CPU overhead. In this work,
we argue that optimizing for the CPU overhead of these li-
braries is less important. Instead, it is more crucial to focus
on improving the efficiency of these common libraries to
improve fleet productivity, i.e., fulfilling more requests with
the same or fewer hardware resources. Prior work [34, 63]
analyzes processor pipeline stalls in WSC applications, at-
tributing 20-64% stalls to back-end, primarily due to cache
misses. Memory allocators directly impact the data local-
ity of allocated objects, and thus, present significant oppor-
tunity to optimize application performance bottlenecks at
scale. To this end, we focus on improving application produc-
tivity and showing how improvements to cache and dTLB
locality impact WSC productivity, without directly targeting
improvements to the malloc CPU overhead. Our fleet pro-
ductivity metrics consist of per-application-defined custom
throughput metrics (e.g., RPCs processed per second) that
define performance for the respective applications.

Continuous profiling.We collect performance metrics
and memory allocator telemetry from the production fleet
using Google-Wide Profiling [57] (GWP), an unobtrusive pro-
filing framework with negligible overhead. GWP randomly
selects a small fraction (i.e., 1%–10%) of machines in the fleet
to profile each day, and triggers profile collection remotely
on each machine for a brief period of time. Continuous pro-
filing allows us to study the memory allocation behavior of
applications across the fleet at different levels of granularity
and time intervals.

Fleet experiment. The diversity of WSC applications
implies that there is no single killer application to optimize
for. Figure 3 shows the fleet-wide cumulative distribution of
malloc cycles and allocated memory, where the top 50 bina-
ries account for over 50% malloc cycles and 65% of allocated
memory. Tomeasure the impact of optimizations on fleet pro-
ductivity, we use an experimentation framework to A/B test
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Figure 3. malloc cycle and allocated memory distribution
in our fleet. The top 50 binaries in WSCs only cover ≈ 50%
malloc cycles and ≈ 65% allocated memory.

implementations across our fleet at scale. For each design,
the framework randomly selects 1% of the machines in the
fleet as an experiment group and a separate 1% as a control
group. We apply the change to all the binaries running in
the experiment group and compare their performance with
the control group. This lets us evaluate design choices on
diverse production applications with realistic loads.

Generalizability. Our characterization study focuses on
TCMalloc, and the design choices are closely related to TC-
Malloc’s internal implementation. However, most modern
memory allocators (e.g., jemalloc [25], mimalloc [42]) share
similar hierarchical architecture and cache memory alloca-
tions in multiple tiers, which makes the insights derived
from our characterization universal to memory allocators
in warehouse-scale environments. For example, jemalloc
has a tiered cache structure consisting of thread caches and
arenas, in which it organizes memory in regions, runs and
extents [25]. These memory allocators can also benefit from
a comprehensive characterization of TCMalloc, and adopt
similar optimizations to improve their performance at scale.

2.3 Production Workloads and Benchmarks
In addition to the fleet-wide metrics, we also use five produc-
tion workloads in our fleet with the highest malloc usage
for characterization and evaluation.

• Spanner [19] is a node in a distributed SQL database.
It includes an in-memory cache of storage data, which
adapts to the memory provisioned for the process.

• Monarch [13] is part of a scalable monitoring system
that collects and stores time-series metrics for produc-
tion services. It is responsible for holding stream data
in memory, and participating in query evaluation.

• Bigtable [16] is a tablet server that hosts and serves
the user data of a large-scale key-value NoSQL data-
base. It also implements replication and coordinates
compactions with external compactors.

• F1 query [58] is a high-performance distributed query
engine. It uses RPCs to communicate with clients and
data sources.

0 50 100 150 200 250
Latency (ns)

CPUCache
TransferCache
CentralFreelist

PageHeap
mmap()

3.1
59.9

78.5
136.9 12916.7

Figure 4. Disparity in allocation latency of hitting different
tiers in the TCMalloc cache hierarchy.

• Disk is a low-level distributed storage system that
provides RPC access to read and write files directly to
a machine’s local hard disk or flash memory.

We also run benchmarks on a dedicated server to demon-
strate the performance impact of several optimizations.

• Redis [6] is an open-source in-memory key-value
store (v7.0.8). We use the standard redis-benchmark,
configured with 500 concurrent connections and 100K
operations of 1000B as the workload generator.

• Data processing pipeline is a data processing work-
load running word count on a 1 GB file with 100M
words. We run the entire computation as a single pro-
cess, which creates pressure on memory allocation.

• Image processing server is a production server that
filters and transforms images.We use a synthetic work-
load generator to create concurrent client requests.

• Tensorflow is the open-source Serving [51] frame-
work that runs the InceptionV3 [65] image recogni-
tion model. It uses libraries (e.g. Eigen linear algebra
library [2]) with complex memory allocation behavior.

3 General Characterization
We first conduct a general characterization to gain insights
into how the memory allocator behaves in our production
fleet and how its characteristics affect system performance.

Allocation latency. We use microbenchmarks to mea-
sure the mean allocation latency for hitting different tiers of
caches. As shown in Figure 4, allocations fulfilled by the per-
CPU cache have the lowest latency, since it stores objects in
a contiguous block of memory, and uses a highly optimized
fast path supported by restartable sequences [7, 8] to han-
dle allocation requests. The fast-path that hits the per-CPU
caches consists of ∼40 hand-coded x86 instructions, with
an allocation latency of 3.1 ns. Hitting the transfer cache
and the central free list indicates that the front-end cache
is empty, and needs to be refilled with a batch of objects.
Both the transfer cache and the central free list are protected
by mutex locks, which denotes an additional cost to access
them. The central free list needs to extract objects from spans
organized in linked lists, resulting in increased latency.
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Figure 5. (a) Relative amount of time (% of cycles) spent in
memory allocation, and (b) memory fragmentation ratio for
the fleet and top 5 production workloads in two weeks. We
also include SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks for comparison.

If both the front-end and the middle-tier caches are empty,
the allocation request hits the pageheap, which holds mem-
ory in units of hugepages [33]. The pageheap tracks allo-
cations in hugepages and results in the longest latency of
over 137 ns in the cache hierarchy. We also include the la-
tency of the mmap system call used in TCMalloc measured
with strace [9]: when the allocation request misses all the
front-end and middle-end caches, and the back-end page
heap is also empty, TCMalloc requests a zero-initialized 2MB
hugepage from the system using mmap to refill the page heap.
The latency of refilling the pageheap is orders of magnitude
higher than the latency of hitting the caches, highlighting
the need for caching in a userspace allocator.

Malloc CPU cycles.Memory allocation and deallocation
make up a substantial component of warehouse-scale com-
putation. Figure 5a shows the relative amount of CPU cycles
spent in allocation and deallocation functions over a two-
week period, where the malloc overhead accounts for 4.3%
fleet CPU cycles. For the top 5 applications with the high-
est malloc cycles in the fleet, the malloc overhead varies
between 3.6%–10.1%. While understanding the malloc CPU
overhead itself helps prioritize optimization opportunities,
as we explained earlier in Section 2.2, we primarily aim to
improve overall fleet productivity at scale.
We also include data collected from SPEC CPU2006 [32]

benchmarks for comparison. Most of the SPEC benchmarks
do not actively allocate or deallocate objects in stable state
and have near-zero malloc cycles, which makes them un-
suitable for studying memory allocation behavior.

CPU cycles breakdown. We classify the profiled call
stack traces into several categories to further understand
the breakdown of the CPU cycles used by the memory allo-
cator. As shown in Figure 6a, TCMalloc spends most of its
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Figure 6. (a) Breakdown of CPU cycles consumed by TC-
Malloc. (b) Memory fragmentation breakdown of TCMalloc.

time (i.e., 53% of fleet-wide malloc cycles) in the per-CPU
cache, since most of the requests hit the front-end cache.
Allocation requests fulfilled by the per-CPU caches have the
lowest latency (as described earlier in Figure 4), so we expect
TCMalloc to spend most of its CPU cycles serving requests
from front-end caches. Another 3% of the malloc cycles are
spent in the transfer cache. The central free list accounts for
12% of the fleet malloc cycles, since it employs a linked-list
structure to manage spans that incur higher cost to allocate
objects from and deallocate objects to. Finally, TCMalloc
spends 3% of its CPU cycles in the pageheap.
In the production setting, TCMalloc samples an alloca-

tion request for every 2 MB of memory allocations. Sampled
accounts for time spent in sampled allocations, where the
allocator additionally records the current call stack trace.
Sampling accounts for 4% of malloc cycles, but in a pro-
duction environment, it is invaluable for analyzing memory
usage and debugging memory leaks. Some fleet applications
(e.g., monitor) employ extensive sampling, so Sampled ac-
counts for higher proportion of CPU cycles. Other refers to
CPU cycles that were not classified into a specific category
(e.g., due to allocations that require complex logic).

For each allocation request, TCMalloc prefetches the next
object of the same size class that would be returned. It is too
late to prefetch the current object when it is returned [41]:
the user code can start using the object within a few cycles,
well before prefetching from the main memory can complete.
Prefetching gives time for the next object to be loaded into
the cache before the next allocation request. Prefetch appears
to be costly, taking 16% of malloc cycles in the fleet, but is
key in reducing data cache misses.
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Figure 7. CDF of allocated objects in WSC applications.

Memory fragmentation. The fragmentation ratio is the
ratio of the fragmented memory to the live in-use memory
by the application. Figure 5b shows the average memory
fragmentation ratio for the fleet and the top 5 applications.
The fleet-wide fragmentation ratio is 22.2% of the total appli-
cation heap size, which consists of 18.8% external fragmenta-
tion (i.e., unused memory cached by the allocator) and 3.4%
internal fragmentation (i.e., the slack between the allocated
size class and the requested object size). For the top 5 appli-
cations with the highest allocator usage, the fragmentation
ratio ranges from 11.2% to 42.5% of the respective heap size.

Memory fragmentation breakdown. Figure 6b decom-
poses external fragmentation into fragmentation within each
component of the TCMalloc cache hierarchy. The major
sources of fragmentation are the central free list and the
pageheap, which account for 29% and 51% of the total frag-
mentation respectively. A span in the central free list can be
returned to the pageheap only when all objects are returned
to it. A single long-lived object on a span may disallow the
central free list to return that span, leading to substantial
memory fragmentation. The pageheap manages free spans
in hugepages, and accounts for the majority of memory frag-
mentation in TCMalloc. It can wait for an entire hugepage to
become free before releasing the memory back to the OS, or
subrelease a hugepage [49] by breaking it into non-hugepage-
aligned memory regions. The former preserves hugepage
coverage but leaves memory idle, while the latter leads to
performance degradation due to decreased hugepage cover-
age. TCMalloc prioritizes keeping hugepages intact [33, 49]
by releasing memory gradually from the pageheap.

Internal fragmentation accounts for 15% of the fleet frag-
mentation, which results from the slack between the re-
quested object sizes and the next available size class. TCMal-
loc may use finer-grained size classes to reduce the gap be-
tween requested memory and allocated size classes, but this
also prevents reuse of memory blocks in the hierarchy. With
finer-grained size classes, TCMalloc needs to manage addi-
tional per-size-class free lists in its front-end and middle-tier
caches, increasing external fragmentation and reducing ob-
ject reuse. Through its size class selection, TCMalloc strikes
a balance between the internal fragmentation due to the
number of size classes and the external fragmentation from
unused memory blocks in its cache hierarchy.
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Figure 8. Distribution of fleet-wide object lifetime, based
on object size and weighted by the number of sampled allo-
cations. We also include the object lifetime distribution of
SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks.

Distribution of allocated objects. To study the distri-
bution of allocated objects in production, we sample the
memory allocations in the fleet over a two-week period. Fig-
ure 7 shows the cumulative distribution of the number of
allocated objects and memory in the fleet, as a function of
object size. Objects smaller than 1 KB make up 98% of the
allocated objects, but occupy only 28% of the memory. How-
ever, when we focus on the total allocated memory size per
size class, objects larger than 8 KB, account for 50% of the
fleet memory. The largest size class in TCMalloc is 256 KB.
Objects that exceed this threshold bypass TCMalloc’s cache
hierarchy and are directly allocated from the pageheap. They
account for 22% of the allocated memory. To avoid exces-
sive fragmentation due to these objects, the pageheap maps
these allocations in a separate set of a continuous run of
hugepages, as we discuss in Section 4.1. The distribution
of allocated objects shows that small objects occupy only
a fraction of the memory but dominate the total number
of allocated objects. Therefore, the TCMalloc caches prefer
optimizing available capacity towards smaller size classes to
reduce overall allocation latency.

Distribution of object lifetime. Figure 8 shows the dis-
tribution of object lifetime, based on object size and weighted
by the number of sampled allocations. We collect object life-
time profiles from servers with uptime of at least a week.
We observe that objects have diverse lifetimes. For objects
smaller than 16 MB, they can be long-lived (i.e., ≥ 7 days) or
short-lived (i.e., ≤ 1 millisecond), or somewhere in between.
Lifetimes vary greatly even for objects within the same size
range. In general, smaller objects (≤ 1 KB) are heavily allo-
cated by our applications (as shown earlier in Figure 7), and
also have shorter lifetimes, with 46% of objects living shorter
than 1 millisecond. We also observe that large objects are
likely to have longer lifetimes, where 65% of objects that are
larger than 1 GB live longer than 1 day. This diversity in
object lifetimes provides an interesting opportunity for the
allocator to place objects with similar lifetimes together in
the cache tiers (e.g., to reduce external fragmentation).
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In Figure 8, we also include the object lifetime distribution
sampled from SPEC CPU2006 [32] benchmarks. We run each
benchmark to completion and combine the lifetime profiles
together. The object lifetime distribution in SPEC bench-
marks is much less diverse than what we observe in the fleet.
These benchmarks do not actively allocate or deallocate ob-
jects in their stable state. Most objects are either alive as long
as the program lives or only live for a short period of time
(i.e., ≤ 1 ms). This again makes SPEC benchmarks unsuitable
for evaluating the performance of memory allocators.

4 Characterizing and Redesigning Caches
Next, we take an in-depth look at each tier in the TCMalloc
cache hierarchy to uncover performance insights and poten-
tial optimization opportunities. For each tier, we perform a
performance characterization, derive performance insights,
propose new designs, and evaluate their performance impact.

4.1 Per-CPU Cache
The per-CPU cache in TCMalloc is the front-end cache that
provides fast allocation and deallocation of memory to the
application. A per-CPU cache 2 is shared by the software
threads scheduled to run on a given CPU core, which allows
for more efficient use of the cache. The per-CPU cache con-
tains a single large block of memory that is divided between
CPUs. Each CPU is assigned a section of this memory to hold
metadata and pointers to the available objects of a particular
size class. The block size provides a bound on the capacity
that TCMalloc may cache in the front-end caches.

Virtual CPUs. The per-CPU caches are populated for all
the CPUs on which the application runs. WSC applications
are often co-located on the same server, and are constrained
to run on a subset of CPUs by the control plane scheduler [1,
17, 47]. For applications that use only a part of the machine,
the available CPU range is excessive. In our fleet, we have
observed a 4× increase in the number of hyperthreads per
server system over the last five platform generations. As the
number of hyperthreads increases, the per-CPU caches and
the associated metadata may grow substantially between
platform generations, even though the populated caches are
not effectively used by the applications.
To improve scalability across platform generations, TC-

Malloc makes use of virtual CPU (vCPU) IDs [18], which are
managed by the kernel in process-private number space. The
vCPU IDs are assigned to prevent TCMalloc from initializing
and maintaining per-CPU data structures for all CPU IDs
available on the platform. By using a dense set of vCPU IDs
to index the per-CPU cache, TCMalloc significantly reduces
2TCMalloc now uses the per-CPU cache as its front-end cache by default,
which is a major improvement over earlier versions that used per-thread
caches. Being inaccessible to other application threads, per-thread caches
strand memory when the threads become idle. The scalability becomes
worse in applications with thousands of threads. Unfortunately, this also
makes TCMalloc, a thread-caching malloc, a misnomer.
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Figure 9. (a) The dynamic nature of WSC workloads. The
number of active threads constantly fluctuates. (b) Significant
variation in miss ratio of per-CPU cache for different vCPU
IDs. Higher-indexed caches are inefficiently used.

the number of unique CPU caches that need to be populated,
and avoids populating caches on all accessible cores. For ex-
ample, if an application runs on two CPU cores, virtual CPUs
always expose IDs 0 and 1, irrespective of which physical
cores the application threads are scheduled on.

Disparity in cache usage. By default, each per-CPU
cache is statically sized to store up to 3 MB of objects. While
the vCPUs reduce the number of used caches, we observe
that they also bias cache usage towards the lower-indexed
per-CPU caches. Figure 9a shows the number of worker
threads of a middle-tier service in our search service stack.
We can see that the number of worker threads constantly
fluctuates, due to load spikes and diurnal usage. As such,
datacenter applications typically handle dynamic loads by
varying the number of CPU cores they use. A sudden burst of
load may populate caches for the higher-indexed vCPUs, but
the usage of these caches may subside as the load decreases.

We notice the disparity in cache usage based on the cache
miss ratio. We collect the number of misses, i.e., the number
of allocation and deallocationmisses due to insufficient cache
capacity, for all per-CPU caches with different vCPU IDs
over a two-week period. Deallocation misses occur when
the application frees an object, and the corresponding front-
end cache is full and does not have sufficient capacity for
the returned object. In such cases, the request spills over
to the transfer cache. Figure 9b shows the average ratio of
the number of misses encountered by each per-CPU cache
to the total number of misses over all per-CPU caches. We
observe that vCPU 0 suffers the highest number of misses,
and the miss ratio is substantially lower for higher-indexed
vCPU IDs. This clearly demonstrates that the higher-indexed
per-CPU caches are infrequently used. As each per-CPU
cache is only allowed to cache up to 3 MB of objects, the
higher-indexed per-CPU caches use this capacity much more
inefficiently than the lower-indexed per-CPU caches. This
disparity suggests the need for a heterogeneous cache design.

Heterogeneous per-CPUcache. In contrast to statically-
sized per-CPU caches that are inelastic to changing applica-
tion behavior, we propose heterogeneous per-CPU caches
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Figure 10.Memory reduction due to heterogeneous caches.

that can be dynamically sized to balance the misses across
all the populated caches. With dynamic resizing, we expect
the lower-indexed per-CPU caches to have a larger capacity
compared to the higher-indexed per-CPU caches in. Measur-
ing the absolute number of requests served by each per-CPU
cache can slow down the fast path. Instead, we record the
total number of misses encountered by each per-CPU cache
every 5 seconds, and use it as a proxy for cache utilization.

To balance the cache utilization, we employ a background
thread that periodically resizes and re-allocates the capacity
from lower-utilized to higher-utilized caches. During each
resize interval, we identify the top five per-CPU caches with
highest misses during the previous 5-second interval as the
candidates we may want to grow. We then iterate through
the remaining per-CPU caches in a round-robin fashion to
identify the candidate per-CPU caches to steal capacity from.
For each per-CPU cache we aim to shrink, we prioritize
shrinking capacity for larger size classes, since the majority
of allocations in our workloads are smaller objects (see Fig. 7).

Evaluation. As we described in Section 3, the external
fragmentation overhead in TCMalloc accounts for 22.2% of
the total application heap size in our fleet. Through our het-
erogeneous per-CPU cache design, we aim to improve this
fragmentation overhead. Because the dynamic scheme im-
proves the utilization of front-end caches, we simultaneously
reduce the default size of each per-CPU cache from 3 MB
to 1.5 MB. Note that, due to the reduced capacity of the
front-end caches, we also observe a reduction in fragmenta-
tion in the transfer cache, central free list and pageheap, as
TCMalloc ends up caching fewer objects in aggregate. Our
fleet experiments reveal that lowering the capacity results
in no performance impact for our applications. As shown
in Figure 10, we observe a 1.94% reduction in fleet memory
usage, and a 0.58% − 2.45% reduction in memory usage of
the top 5 applications. For the benchmarks in Section 2.3,
the memory usage of the data processing pipeline, image
processing server and Tensorflow serving reduces by 2.66%,
2.27%, and 2.08%, respectively. We omit Redis because it is
single-threaded, hence it uses a single per-CPU cache.

4.2 Transfer Cache
The transfer cache holds an array of pointers to free objects.
When the per-CPU cache is depleted or full, it reaches out to
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Figure 11. Cache to cache data transfer overhead on a plat-
form with heterogeneous cache topology.
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Figure 12. Structure of NUCA-aware transfer caches. We
maintain a NUCA-aware transfer cache per cache domain.

the transfer cache to request or return a batch of objects. The
transfer cache provides a centralized repository of objects
that is shared by all the per-CPU caches. That is, an object
de-allocated by one per-CPU cache may be later allocated by
another per-CPU cache. As such, the transfer cache allows
memory objects to flow rapidly between the per-CPU caches.

Datacenter heterogeneity. To achieve the desired per-
formance, a memory allocator needs to adapt to the hetero-
geneity in hardware platforms. In recent years, Moore’s law
has slowed down [23, 24] and the cost scaling of newer sili-
con process nodes continues to diminish. The decline in these
technology trends has given rise to datacenter designs with
greater heterogeneity [21, 31, 63]. To meet the ever-growing
computing demands, CPU vendors have adopted chiplet-
based architectures [20, 50, 61] to improve scaling and re-
duce manufacturing costs. A significant portion of our fleet
is composed of platforms with chiplet architectures, which
provide multiple last-level cache domains within a socket,
leading to Non-Uniform Cache Accesses (NUCA) [37].

Non-uniform data transfer overhead. To investigate
the performance implications of chiplet architectures, we use
Intel MLC [4] to measure the core-to-core access latency on
a production platform. Figure 11 shows the access latency for
data shared between the cores within the same cache domain
and for different cache domains within the same socket. We
observe that the inter-cache-domain latency is 2.07× of the
intra-cache-domain access latency. WSC applications may
span across multiple cache domains, owing to the fact that
they are too large to fit within a single cache domain and/or
be scheduled as such by the scheduler [1]. The disparity in
access latency suggests that the memory allocator should
allocate objects that are cache domain local. To this end, we
propose NUCA-aware transfer caches that shard a singleton
transfer cache into multiple chiplet-local caches.
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Application Throughput Memory CPI LLC Load Miss (MPKI)
change(%) change (%) change (%) Before After

fleet 0.32 0.10 -0.57 2.52 2.41
spanner 0.28 0.08 -0.42 3.80 3.21
monarch 0.62 0.32 -2.89 2.64 2.37
bigtable 0.47 0.10 -1.28 2.09 1.96
f1-query 1.05 0.01 -3.32 2.28 2.15
disk 1.72 0.62 -0.52 4.60 3.99
redis / / / / /

data-pipeline 2.19 0.08 -2.69 1.82 1.39
image-processing 1.37 0.14 -8.02 0.81 0.52

tensorflow 3.80 0.16 -7.46 1.88 1.41

Table 1. Results of fleet-wide experiments and local bench-
marks for enabling NUCA-aware transfer caches.

NUCA-aware transfer caches.The legacy transfer cache
is a centralized cache. In chiplet architectures, the legacy
transfer cache may transfer memory objects between mul-
tiple cache domains. That is, objects freed by cores in one
cache domain may be allocated by cores in another cache
domain. Accessing such objects would require fetching data
from non-local LLCs. To minimize inter-cache-domain shar-
ing, we design NUCA-aware transfer caches that track an
array of free objects local to each LLC domain. As shown
in Figure 12, each NUCA-aware transfer cache only serves
allocation and deallocation requests originating from its cor-
responding cache domain. We periodically release unused
free objects in these transfer caches to prevent stranding over
time. We also make sure to activate only as many NUCA-
aware transfer caches as the application is scheduled on.
Note that, we retain a centralized legacy transfer cache that
backs NUCA-aware transfer caches, as it still offers cheaper
memory allocation than the central free list.

Evaluation. Table 1 shows the performance improvement
due to NUCA-aware transfer caches. Overall, the NUCA-
aware transfer caches improve the cache locality, reducing
the LLC load miss rate by 4.37%. In our fleet, we observe
over 17.05% of the CPU cycles to be wasted due to back-end
stalls [68]. Due to an improvement in the LLC miss rate, we
achieve 0.32% improvement in application throughput in the
fleet. For the top 5 applications in the production fleet, we
observe a throughput improvement of 0.28%–1.72% and a
reduction in the cycles per instruction (CPI) of 0.32%–3.32%.
Note that, due to an additional caching layer, we also observe
an increase in fragmentation by 0.10% of the fleet memory.
As we discuss earlier, even with this small increase in frag-
mentation, we see an outsized improvement in application
productivity that results in overall server resource savings.
Experiments with benchmarks described in Section 2.3 also
show that we can increase throughput by 1.37–3.80% with a
0.08%–0.16% increase in memory usage. We again skip Redis
in this study because it is single-threaded and does not bene-
fit from optimizations targeting multi-threaded applications.

4.3 Central Free List
The central free list manages memory in spans, which are
collections of TCMalloc pages. It fulfills requests from the
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Figure 13. Correlation between the number of live alloca-
tions and span return rate for size class of 16 bytes.

transfer cache for one or more objects by extracting free
objects from spans. When the objects are returned to the
central free list, each object is freed to the span it belongs to.

Diverse object lifetime. A span may only be released
when all of the objects belonging to it are freed. However, ob-
ject lifetime is extremely diverse. Even for objects of the same
size class, any particular allocation might be freed instantly
or may live forever (shown in Figure 8). The long-lived al-
locations prevent the spans from being freed, leading to
increased memory fragmentation. We can potentially reduce
memory fragmentation by using lifetime annotations (e.g.,
compiler-guided [52, 60] or application-specified) to allocate
short-lived and long-lived objects on different spans. Indeed,
prior work [48] uses machine learning to predict object life-
time, which can introduce significant runtime overheads.

Live allocations and span return rate. The central free
list maintains different sets of spans to allocate objects for
each size class. That is, the 8B and 16B objects are allocated
from separate spans – an 8KB span may allocate up to 1024
8B objects or 512 16B objects. We use fleet-wide telemetry
collected over a two-week period to study the correlation
between the probability of returning a span to the page
heap, and the number of live allocations on a span. Figure 13
shows the release rates for spans with different numbers
of live allocations for the 16B size class, where a span can
allocate up to 512 objects. As the number of live allocations
increases, the probability of a span release goes down.

For each size class, the central free list organizes spans in
a singly linked list. It fulfills incoming allocation requests
from a span at the front of that list. As such, the objects may
be allocated from spans with the fewest live allocations that
are most likely to be released, just because they happen to lie
in the front of the linked list. We utilize the observation from
Figure 13 to propose a prioritization scheme that allocates
objects from spans that are least likely to be released.

Span prioritization.We aim to minimize memory frag-
mentation in the central free list by fulfilling incoming alloca-
tions from spans that have the least likelihood of being freed,
while deprioritizing spans that are expected to be freed in the
near future. We restructure the central free list to manage
spans in 𝐿 linked lists (instead of a singleton list) to track
spans with varying occupancy separately. Spans with fewer
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Figure 14. Memory reduction with span prioritization.
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Figure 15. In-use memory and fragmentation (%) in the page
heap. HugeFiller is the major contributor to fragmentation.

live allocations on them are mapped to higher-indexed lists.
Specifically, we map a span with 𝐴 live allocations into a list
indexed𝑚𝑎𝑥 (0, 𝐿 − log2 (𝐴)). This allows us to differentiate
spans with fewer allocations at a finer granularity – spans
with 132 or 255 live allocations are unlikely to be released
and can be mapped in the same list. Our experiments show
that 𝐿 = 8 lists are sufficient to differentiate spans.

The central free list allocates objects from spans in the list
with the lowest possible index, since it contains spans with
a higher number of allocated objects. We also move spans
between the lists as required on each allocation and deallo-
cation, as the number of live allocations on them change.

Evaluation.With span prioritization, the central free list
can densely pack allocations on fewer spans. Figure 14 shows
the resulting reduction in memory fragmentation. In a fleet-
wide experiment, we achieve a 1.41% reduction in fleet mem-
ory usage. At our scale, this reduction leads to significant
cost savings in server resources. The memory fragmentation
in monitor reduces by 2.76%, and by 0.34%–2.54% for other
fleet applications. We also confirm that the application’s pro-
ductivity metrics remain unchanged. For the benchmarks,
we observe a memory usage reduction of 0.61%–1.36%.

4.4 Pageheap
TCMalloc’s hugepage-aware page heap [33] manages mem-
ory in hugepage-sized chunks to take advantage of Transpar-
ent Huge Pages (THP) [12], which provides an opportunity
for the kernel to cover consecutive pages using hugepages
in the page table. An entire aligned hugepage (typically 2MB
on x86) occupies just one TLB entry, which reduces stalls by
increasing the TLB coverage and reducing TLB misses [40].
The page heap plays a critical role in efficiently managing
the memory layout to maximize TLB efficiency.

The page heap [33] consists of threemajor components: (1)
the hugepage filler handles allocation requests smaller than
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Figure 16. Correlation between the span capacity and span
return rate for different size classes.

a hugepage. Here, spans are packed into hugepages; (2) the
hugepage region is used for allocations that slightly exceed
the size of a hugepage (e.g., 2.1MB). It packs such allocations
on to a contiguous run of hugepages; (3) the hugepage cache
also handles large allocations of at least a hugepage. Such
allocations can generate slack (e.g., 1.5 MB slack from a 4.5
MB allocation), which is then donated to the hugepage filler.

Page heap fragmentation.While the page heap cannot
control the amount of memory that the application uses, it
plays a critical role in placing those allocations in hugepage-
aligned memory regions to improve the TLB efficiency. The
page heap is a major contributor to fragmentation, account-
ing for 51% of the total external fragmentation (Section 3).
As shown in Figure 15, hugepage filler manages 83.6% of the
total in-use memory and accounts for 94.4% of the page heap
fragmentation. Given this, we focus on the hugepage filler.

Hugepage filler. The hugepage filler allocates spans from
hugepages-aligned memory regions. It frees up a hugepage
when all the spans previously allocated from it are returned
by the central free list. Similar to the span prioritization
mechanism that we discussed in Section 4.3, the hugepage
filler prioritizes span allocations from hugepages that already
have a higher number of allocations, and thus are least likely
to be released. It assumes that spans themselves are indepen-
dently and equally likely to become free. Instead, we analyze
heuristics that can be used to identify spans that are more
likely to be freed. We can then assign span allocations to
different sets of hugepages based on their lifetime – we can
place short-lived spans densely on fewer hugepages, thus
improving TLB efficiency and fragmentation.

Span lifetime. We notice that spans of different size
classes have diverse lifetimes. As we described in Section 2.1,
TCMalloc uses a span to exclusively allocate objects of a
particular size class; span capacity denotes the total objects
for a size class that may be allocated from that span. For
instance, an 8 KB span has a capacity of 1024 8B objects.
We perform a correlation study of span lifetime versus

span capacity. Figure 16 shows the span capacity and its rate
of returning from the central freelist to the hugepage filler
for different size classes. We see a strong negative correlation
(with a Spearman’s correlation coefficient of −0.75) between
the capacity of a span and its return rate. In Figure 16, the
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Application Throughput Memory CPI dTLB Load Walk (%)
change(%) change (%) change (%) Before After

fleet 1.02 -0.82 -6.75 9.16 6.22
spanner 0.38 -0.45 -0.99 7.92 7.60
monarch 3.30 -0.05 -10.10 20.34 15.55
bigtable 2.83 -0.13 -4.44 17.25 15.00
f1-query 1.40 -1.40 -4.56 9.62 9.07
disk 6.29 -0.38 -17.61 8.42 6.55
redis 1.05 -7.02 -9.04 10.34 10.25

data-pipeline 1.43 -1.50 -2.76 5.36 4.97
image-processing 2.15 -1.29 -7.59 1.46 0.96

tensorflow 3.91 -2.69 -2.72 6.79 5.91

Table 2. Fleet workloads and benchmarks using the lifetime-
aware hugepage filler. dTLB load walk (%) is the fraction of
cycles spent in page walk, without accessing the L2 TLB.

leftmost data points show the spans allocating large size
classes that can only hold one object. When the only object
is returned, the span is released, resulting in a high span
return rate. In contrast, spans with a significantly larger
capacity are long lived and have a much lower return rate.
We use span capacity as a proxy for its lifetime to distin-

guish between short-lived and long-lived spans. Since a span
is only released when all objects from it are freed, the ob-
ject lifetime (Figure 8) is not necessarily a good measure for
the span lifetime. It also requires lifetime annotations from
compiler or applications that incur significant runtime over-
head [48] . In contrast, span capacity is statically determined
and can be used without any runtime overhead.

Lifetime-aware hugepage filler. We propose to make
the hugepage filler aware of span lifetime to maximize the
probability that a hugepage becomes totally free. That is,
we aim to allocate short-lived and long-lived spans from
separate sets of hugepages. To that end, we use dedicated
hugepages for allocating spans with capacity > 𝐶 and ≤ 𝐶 .
Our experiments reveal 𝐶 = 16 as an acceptable thresh-
old for separating span allocations. We replicate linked-list
structures to track these dedicated hugepages separately. For
incoming requests in each lifetime category, we prioritize
allocating from hugepages that have the most allocations.

By differentiating between long-lived and short-lived spans,
the lifetime-aware hugepage filler is able to densely place
short-lived allocations on dedicated hugepages and release
memory to the OS in complete hugepages. This improves
hugepage coverage, reduces TLB misses, and boosts applica-
tion performance. We also observe that smaller objects have
higher access density. By separating spans with smaller size
classes, we also efficiently utilize the limited TLB resources.

Evaluation. Table 2 shows results of enabling the lifetime-
aware hugepage filler. The baseline implements the state-of-
the-art hugepage-aware page heap as proposed by Hunter
et al. [33]. For the fleet experiment, we achieve 1.02% im-
provement in throughput and 0.82% reduction in memory
usage. For the top 5 applications, we improve the through-
put by 0.38%–6.29% and reduce the CPI by 0.99%–17.61%.
Figure 17a shows the hugepage coverage for applications.
We can see that the lifetime-aware hugepage filler improves
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Figure 17. (a) Improved hugepage coverage rate and (b)
reduced dTLB miss rate with lifetime-aware hugepage filler.

hugepage coverage, increasing the average percentage of
heap memory backed by hugepages from 54.4% to 56.2%.
Due to improved TLB efficiency, we observe a 2.94% reduc-
tion in dTLB load walk cycles and an 8.1% reduction in dTLB
misses (Figure 17b) in our fleet. This again supports our argu-
ment that optimizing for application productivity provides
more efficiency gains than optimizing for the malloc CPU
overhead alone, since the memory allocator has a substantial
leverage on improving data locality and maximizing TLB ef-
ficiency. Benchmark experiments on a dedicated server also
show that we can achieve a 1.05–3.91% increase in through-
put with a 1.29%–7.02% reduction in memory usage.

4.5 Putting It All Together
Our characterization study shows that a WSC memory al-
locator must accommodate the dynamic resource needs of
WSC applications, be aware of heterogeneity in hardware
platforms, and leverage the diverse lifetime characteristics to
improve data locality. Based on these insights, we redesign
each cache tier in TCMalloc to propose a heterogeneous per-
CPU cache, a NUCA-aware transfer cache, a central freelist
with span prioritization, and a lifetime-aware hugepage filler.

Redesigning the memory allocator for warehouse-scale
environments helps us achieve our ultimate goal: maximize
the productivity of WSC applications by using fewer server
resources to complete the same or more units of work, even if
it results in a lower reduction in the overall “datacenter tax”.
The designs in this work have been gradually rolled out to our
fleet over a two-year period. Given the ever-changing nature
of WSC workloads, it is non-trivial to perform a strict end-to-
end evaluation of these designs. Regardless, we can estimate
the aggregate performance impact of the four designs based
on their relative improvement. We achieve a 1.4% increase in
fleet throughput and a 3.5% reduction in fleet memory usage.
For the top 5 applications, we achieve 0.7%–8.1% throughput
and 1.0%–6.3% memory improvement. The source code for
all the designs is open sourced and publicly available.

5 Discussion
In this work, we discussed certain design choices in TCMal-
loc as case studies following our characterization insights.
Next, we discuss potential opportunities as future work.
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Room at the top [43]. With Moore’s law slowing down,
performance gains need to come from improvements at the
top of the computing stack [44]. In this work, we focus on the
memory allocator specifically to show how leveraging fleet-
wide profiling and improving common libraries [34, 62] can
uncover horizontal efficiency opportunities. With diminish-
ing returns due to technology scaling, optimizing common
libraries can yield dramatic performance improvements.

Datacenter tax and productivity metrics. While un-
derstanding the datacenter tax can help us identify the largest
building blocks of WSC applications, reducing the tax itself
may yield limited efficiency gains. The efficiency improve-
ments to the malloc CPU overhead may yield up to a 4.3%
improvement in fleet CPU, but a larger opportunity lies in
optimizing for application productivity – 20-64% of CPU
cycles incur memory stalls [34, 63] and optimizing for data
locality can have a larger performance upside. While we
present four case studies, several opportunities remain that
may improve cache efficiency and/or hugepage coverage
through improved allocation placements.

NUMA architecture and beyond. TCMalloc has a built-
in support [3] for Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA)
architectures. In NUMA mode, it duplicates the set of size
classes and page allocator for each NUMA node, ensuring
that allocations always return local memory. In this work,
we demonstrate the need for the memory allocator to adapt
to the heterogeneity of hardware platforms. We propose
NUCA-aware transfer caches that preserve cache locality in
platforms with non-uniform cache domains.

Cooperation with kernel features. Although TCMal-
loc is a userspace memory allocator, it needs to cooperate
with the kernel to achieve the desired performance. It uses
restartable sequences [7] to optimize the fast path of the per-
CPU cache, avoiding the use of locks or expensive atomic
instructions when accessing per-CPU data. Virtual CPU [18]
support exposes a dense set of CPU IDs to index the per-CPU
cache, which helps TCMalloc reduce the memory footprint
of the front-end cache. TCMalloc also makes use of trans-
parent hugepages [12] in the back-end pageheap [33] to
improve hugepage coverage and reduce dTLB misses. These
optimizations illustrate the need to leverage kernel features
to improve the performance of a memory allocator.

Object lifetime and access density. In this work, we
propose a lifetime-aware allocator that uses span lifetime to
improve allocation placements in hugepages.We can also use
user-defined or profile-guided [52, 60] lifetime and access
density annotations that can further improve TLB efficiency.

6 Related Work
We now discuss work related to memory allocations.

Profiling datacenter workload. To better understand
and optimize the performance of datacenter workloads, pre-
vious studies [22, 29, 34, 38, 63] have taken the approach of

profiling production workloads deployed in the datacenter.
Kozyrakis et al. [38] examined Microsoft’s applications, fo-
cusing on system-level metrics for balanced server design.
Kanev et al. [34] profiled thousands of Google services in the
datacenter fleet, identified common building blocks in dat-
acenter computation, and proposed architectural optimiza-
tions accordingly. Sriraman et al. [63] characterized diverse
microservices inMeta to show system-level and architectural
acceleration opportunities. There are also efforts in academia
to develop and characterize open-source benchmark suites
for cloud services [27, 28, 36, 64, 69]. While these studies
investigate the behavior of memory allocators in datacenter
workloads, they only address CPU cycles consumed by the
allocator. Our work complements these studies by focusing
on the diverse allocation behavior in production workloads.

Modern memory allocator. To improve memory allo-
cation performance, custom modern memory allocators [10,
14, 15, 25, 30, 39, 42, 45, 46, 55, 67] are used to replace the
default malloc implementation (e.g., glibc[11]). Large-scale
services use these allocators at scale. jemalloc [25] (used by
Meta [26]) emphasizes fragmentation avoidance and scalable
concurrency support. mimalloc [42] (used by Microsoft [5])
improves locality by providing users with objects from the
same page. Hoard [15] focuses on reducing thread contention
and false sharing. Mesh [55] uses remapping of virtual pages
and randomized allocation to enable memory compaction.
snmalloc [46] uses batched message-passing instead of per-
thread caching to send batches of deallocations to the origi-
nating thread. Our in-depth characterization and optimiza-
tion studies may benefit these memory allocators.

Hugepage support. There has been extensive work on
optimizing memory management in the kernel to improve
physical memory contiguity and provide better hugepage
support [40, 53, 54, 56, 66, 70]. Ingens [40] manages contigu-
ity as a first-class resource and tracks utilization and access
frequency of memory pages. Contiguitas [70] proposes to
separate movable allocations from unmovable ones by plac-
ing them into different memory regions. User-space memory
allocators can also benefit from kernel optimizations because
they rely on the system to provide contiguous memory.

7 Conclusion
We present the first comprehensive characterization study of
TCMalloc, a memory allocator used in WSCs. We show that
the memory allocator needs to adapt to the dynamic resource
usage of WSC applications, be aware of heterogeneity in
hardware platforms, and utilize the objects’ diverse lifetime
to make memory packing decisions. Based on these insights,
we redesign each tier in the TCMalloc cache hierarchy for
WSC environments, We evaluate these design choices using
fleet-wide A/B experiments in our production fleet, resulting
in a 1.4% improvement in throughput and a 3.4% reduction
in RAM usage for the entire fleet.
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